















































































１?Why do we people decide to do something?
２?How long are they willing to sustain the activity?




















































































































??????????????????????????????Learner cognitions thus 
























































1 ???? ２? 11 ???? ２??
2 ???? １? 12 ???? ２?
3 ???? ２? 13 ???? ３?
4 ???? ２? 14 ???? ２??
5 ???? ?? 15 ???? １?
6 ???? １? 16 ???? ３?
7 ???? ２? 17 ???? ２?
8 ???? ２? 18 ???? ２?
9 ???? １? 19 ???? ２?
10 ???? １?? 20 ???? ２??



















































































































20 1 3 24 2.71 0.676
2.28 0.916 32




3 ?????????? 5 6 10 21 1.76 0.759
1.98 0.856 28




5 ???????? 16 6 2 24 2.58 0.64
2.29 0.781 147
6 ???????? 16 6 2 24 2.58 0.64
7 ??????????? 13 6 3 22 2.45 0.722
8 ?????????? 9 6 3 18 2.33 0.745
9 ????????? 12 8 4 24 2.33 0.745




9 6 9 24 2 0.612
12 ?????????? 5 11 8 24 1.88 0.725
? ?????? 13 ??????????? 9 3 12 24 1.875 0.936 1.875 0.936 12
































1 ??????? 6 7 11 24 1.79 0.815
2.01 0.842 109
2 ??????? 5 5 14 24 1.63 0.824
















17 4 3 24 2.58 0.702
? ??????
8 ???????? 12 8 4 24 2.33 0.745
2.11 0.922 55
9 ???????? 17 4 3 24 2.58 0.702
10 ??????????? 8 0 14 22 1.73 0.921




12 ??????????? 18 2 3 23 2.65 0.698
2.43 0.846 88
























9 10 5 24 2.17 0.745
422 2.19 0.878 2





















? ?????????? 42.86 219



























































??????? ?????????????? 13 13 13.4
????? 97 100
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